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For 0 -C CC< 1, the Lorentz space A(U) consists, by definition, of all 
measurable real functions x = x(t) on (0, 1 ), say, for which the norm 
IlxlA(cr)ll =I; x*(t) dt” (1) 
is finite, where x* denotes the decreasing rearrangement of x (see, e.g., 
[S]). Likewise, the Marcinkiewicz space M(a) is defined by means of the 
norm 
(2) 
It is easy to see that A(a) c L,,, c M(a), where L, (1~ p < co) denotes the 
usual Lebesgue space of p-integrable functions, and both imbeddings are 
continuous, i.e., 
58Ojlo4/l-4 
Ibl~(~N Q IlxIL,,ll G Ilxl4a)ll. (3) 
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The spaces A(a) and M(a), as well as their generalizations, play a 
fundamental role in the interpolation theory of linear operators [l-5]. 
In view of some applications, it is useful and important to find classes 
of measurable functions x for which all three norms in (3) are actually 
equivalent, i.e., 
IIX INaH G c I/x I W~)ll (4) 
for some C > 0. It is the purpose of this note to discuss this problem. 
First of all, we start with the following 
EXAMPLE 1. For n E N and 0 <E < 1, consider the family of functions 
x,,,(t) = min{ t-‘, n’} (O<t<l). (5) 
Since IIx,,,) A( < CI(a,E)nE+’ and 11x,,,) M(a)11 z C2(a,E)nE+’ for 
0< c(<E, (4) holds with C= C,(a, E) C;‘(cr, E). Observe, however, that 
one must not take E = tl in (5), since 11x,,, I M(a)11 < (1 -a))’ and 
Ilx,,,l4~)ll = 1 +~logn. 




x(t), Ix(t)l <n, 
n sign x( t ), I--dt)l > n. 
Moreover, let 
T(x)=ja:Oia<l,Jimm Ilx,lA(a)l[ IIx,IM(a)ll-‘=c0}. (7) 
It is clear that a 4 T(x) for any x E A(a), since 11x, 1 A(a)I/ < 11x 1 A(a)11 and 
[Ix, I M(a)11 2 llxi I M(a)ll. On the other hand, aE T(x) whenever xc M(a) 
and x 4 n(a), since llx, I WaIlI G Ilx I WaNI and lb, I4a)ll-, lb I &a)ll as 
n + co. Before stating our main result, we need the following technical 
LEMMA. Let (a,), be an increasing sequence of positive real numbers such 
that 
lim a;’ i uk=co. 
n-a, k=l 
Then a, = o(y”) for any y > 1, as n --) co. 
Proof: If the assertion is false we have 
(8) 
limmfaky-“>O 
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for some y > 1. Without loss of generality we may assume that log, ak E N 
for k = 1, 2, . . . . consequently, we may find two increasing sequences m,, 
m2, .., and n,, n,, . . . of natural numbers such that 
ak = y”’ (mi<k<mi+l). (9) 
Choose a subsequence (njJp of (n,), and (mi.Jp of (m,), such that 
nip--mip>6 (10) 
for some 6 E R. By assumption, for any A> 0 we may find j = j(n) E N such 
that a,+a,+ ... +a,,+,>Ay”‘+‘; hence, by (ll), 
kc, ynk(mk+ 1 - 4) 2 (J. - 1)~“‘“. (11) 
Dividing (11) by y”’ and summing over i = j, . . . . q yields 
i i ynk--“‘(mk+ 1 -mk)>(y-1) i Y”‘+‘-“~. (12) 
i-j k=l i=j 
On the other hand, 
=L(m4+,-m,). 
Y-1 
Combining (ll), (12), and (13) we conclude that 
L(mq+l 
Y-l 
-m,)>(IZ-1) i yn’+l 
i a j 
2(2-l) i (elOgY)(ni+,-ni) 
i=j 
= (A - 1)e log y(n,+ I - nj). 






Y ni -6-m, 
e(y-1)logy nip--ni ’ 
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But the last fraction tends to 1, as p + co, while i > 0 may be chosen 
arbitrarily large, a contradiction. 1 
THEOREM. Let x=x(t) be u measurable function, und suppose that 
c( E T(x) for some c( E (0, 1). Then x E L, for any p < l/a. 
Proof Without loss of generality we may assume that x has the form 
Ix(t)1 = l+ f 2-‘-&(t), (14) 
j=l 
where (ej)j is a decreasing sequence of measurable subsets of (0, 1). For the 
truncation (6) we have then 
11x2” 1 A(a)11 = 1 + i 2jP ‘(mes e,)” 
J=l 
and 
IIxzn I M(a)ll = ,TT:n Wmes ejY. 
. . 
The sequence (a,), defined by 
a, = max 2’- ‘(mes ej)” 
l<j<n 
(15) 
satisfies the hypotheses of the Lemma, since 
and a E T(x), by assumption. Thus, ak = o(yk) (k -+ co) for any y > 1. In 
particular, let 1 < y < 2’, where 0 <r < 1 -pa (recall that p < l/a). Since 
uk < cyk for some c > 0, we have, by (15), 
(mes ek)’ < 2’ Pk~yk. 
Consequently, 
IlxlLpIIp<l+ f 2@(mese,) 
k=l 
m kll 
< 1 +(2c)“” 
c 2 k=l 
< 1 + (2c)“E f (2p-I’a+r’7k < co, 
k=l 
by our choice of y and r. This shows that x E L, as claimed. 1 
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One may not claim, under the hypotheses of the Theorem, that x E n(a). 
In fact, if ek=(2Pk, (1 +~)2-~), where .~=2(~‘-~+i)‘~, and x=x(t) is 
given by (14), an easy computation shows that x 4 n(a). 
The above Theorem shows that x$ L, implies 
(16) 
for any a E (0, l/p). In other words, we have 
lb,, I NaIlI G C(a) lb,, I Wa)ll 
for some subsequence (nk)k (which depends, of course, on a). This gives 
some answer to the equivalence problem stated at the beginning. 
One might ask whether or not the lim inf in (16) may be replaced by the 
sup over IE E N. As the following example shows, the answer is negative. 
EXAMPLE 2. For p < l/a, let 
x(t) = t-z f bk&(f), 
k=l 
where ek = (2-*’ 2-2km’ 
nk = x(2-*“). Then 
) and O<b,<b,< ... is such that x$L,. Take 
*-2k-1 
I/Xnk In(a)ll 2 a s *-2k b,t-?-’ dt = abk2k-L log 2. 
On the other hand, 
IlxakIM(a)It <bk(l -@)-‘T 
since x,,(t) <b, tPa for t E (0, 1). Consequently, 
lim IIxnk I4a)ll 
k-m /x,,IM(a)II = co; 
thus, the sequence [Ix, I A(a)11 1(x, 1 M(a)ll-l is unbounded. 
Our Theorem admits a simple consequence on the structure of the set 
T(x) defined in (7); we state this as 
COROLLARY. For any integrable function x, the set T(x) is either empty 
or a singleton. 
Proof: Let T(X) # $3 and a E T(x). Suppose first that j? E T(x) for some 
j? < a. By the Theorem, we have x E L, for any p < l/j, in particular, for 
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pi (l/or, l//I). Since L, E cl(y) for any y > l/p (see [4]), this implies that 
x E A(N) and hence, by the first remark after definition (7), that tl$ T(x), a 
contradiction. 
Suppose now that a E Z(x) for some B > CI. By the same remark, we know 
that x$n(/?). Let p= (a+fl)/2a/% Since fi> l/p, hence L,z/i(b) (see 
above), we have x # L,. On the other hand, since p < l/a, the Theorem 
implies that x E L,, again a contradiction. 1 
We close with some illuminating examples. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let x(t) = t Pa (0 < t < 1). Since x E /i(p) for /I > c(, we have 
/I 4 T(x), by the first remark after definition (7). Moreover, since 
and 
IlxlA(a)ll =q; t”-‘t-I&= ccl, 
we have CLE T(x), by the second remark after definition (7). Finally, the 
assumption j? E T(x) for some /I < c1 leads to the same contradiction as in 
the Corollary. Thus, T(x) = {a}. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let x(t) = -log t (0 < t < 1). Since x E L, for any 
p~(1, co), we have x~n(a) for any a~(O,l) as well, and hence T(x)=@. 
In view of Example 4, the question arises if there is an example of a 
function x such that T(x) = 0, but x $ L, for some p. As the following 
shows, one can say even more. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let 1 <q < co. Then there exist a constant C> 0 and a 
function x such that x E L,, x $ L, for p > q, and 
IbLI 4a)ll G c llx, I Wa)II (17) 
for any 0: E (0, 1). We briefly indicate how to construct such a function. Let 
&, = 1, & = 22k-k, e, = (2-24, 11, ek = (2-2k+‘4, 2-*‘9, and 
x(t)= f tkXektt)’ 
k=O 
Since 
11X1/1(l/q)l1 < 1 + f <k2-2k= f 2-k=2, 
k=l k=O 
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(17) holds for a > l/q. On the other hand, let a < l/q, and choose m E N 
such that <,,- 1 <n 6 5,. Since the rearragement x* of x is decreasing, it 
follows from (2) that 
11x1 M(a)11 2 sup tax*(r). 
o-et<1 
Thus we have 
IIx,I AI(a > max ~,4,2-‘~“~ 
l<k<m 
and 
IIx, 1 n(a)ll < f 7kt;k2-2kaq, 
k=l 
where T~=T~= ... = z, _, = 1 and 7,,, E [0, l] is chosen appropriately. A 
straightforward but cumbersome computation shows now that (17) holds 
for a < l/q as well. 
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